A beam-edge modifier for abutting electron fields.
Abutment of unmodified electron fields to irradiate large areas can lead to significant dose inhomogeneities in the region of junction of the fields. In this paper we describe the design and dosimetric characteristics of a device developed to broaden the electron beam penumbra and thereby to improve the dose uniformity in the overlap region. The device is a high-density triangular-toothed comb capable of reducing the beam intensity without seriously degrading the beam energy. The effect of the comb is such that a single device will generate a beam penumbra which is broad and very nearly linear at all depths for all clinically used beam energies. Results are shown for various field configurations and energies. With a gap of 5.0 cm between the treatment cone and phantom surface the dose "ripple" in the region beneath the teeth was found not to exceed +/- 5% at 0.5-cm depth.